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Fantasyland Forest Theatre to Open on April 1
Premiering “Mickey’s Magical Music World”
at Tokyo Disneyland
URAYASU, CHIBA—Tokyo Disney Resort® announced that Fantasyland Forest
Theatre, the first indoor theater at Tokyo Disneyland® Park, will open on April 1.
Presented here will be the live entertainment program “Mickey’s Magical Music World.”
The immersive Fantasyland Forest Theatre lies deep
in a fairytale setting located in Fantasyland within
the Tokyo Disneyland expansion area. With
half-timbering, trees and woodland critters, both the
exterior and interior design of this theater were
inspired by the forest. Presented here is the original
Tokyo Disneyland show, “Mickey’s Magical Music
World.” In this journey, Mickey Mouse and his Pals
encounter music from various Disney and Pixar
films. The breathtaking performance will unfold with
unforgettable songs in spectacular settings.
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Since the reopening of the Parks on July 1, 2020, Tokyo Disney Resort has implemented
measures in accordance with the “Amusement Park and Theme Park New Coronavirus
Infection Containment Guidelines,” focusing on the health and safety of our guests and
cast members. For that reason, “Mickey’s Magical Music World” will be presented while
conforming with the health and safety measures currently in place at Tokyo Disney Resort.
To avoid congestion, entry to Fantasyland Forest Theatre will be limited on a temporary
basis and guests will be required to apply through the entry request system on the Tokyo
Disney Resort App to view the show.
Tokyo Disney Resort will continue to focus on the health and safety of our guests and cast
members. We ask for your understanding and cooperation.
With the largest expansion of Tokyo Disneyland that includes new attractions, Disney
Character greeting experiences, dining locations, shops and entertainment venues, our
guests will be immersed in the world of Disney like never before. The entire cast of Tokyo
Disney Resort is looking forward to welcoming guests and providing an enjoyable
experience at the Parks.

Note:
- For details about the Fantasyland Forest Theatre and information about how to view “Mickey’s
Magical Music World,” please visit the special website at
https://www.tokyodisneyresort.jp/treasure/tdl2020/en/ on the Tokyo Disney Resort Official Website.
- Tokyo Disney Resort Vacation Packages offer plans that allow guests to make a reservation before
they enter the Park to view “Mickey’s Magical Music World.” For details, please visit the
Japanese-language page on the Tokyo Disney Resort Online Reservations & Tickets website
(https://reserve.tokyodisneyresort.jp/).

- Fantasyland Forest Theatre is sponsored by Japan Airlines.

For inquiries from the general public, please give the following contact number:
Tokyo Disney Resort Information Center 0570-00-8632 (10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.)
Note: From overseas and from some IP phones, please call 045-330-5211.
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